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About This Game

Constellation Distantia brings flying, mining and combat, strategic choices and a broad storyline into the space adventure genre.
The scripted and mission based progress of Constellation Distantia is made for gamers interested in an epic story!

Two vessels in your command: a massive nuclear mining ship capable of star travel, and a fighter jet ready for service. Step into
a world created by true sci-fi fans in the spirit of Star Control 2, Firefly TV-series, Revelation Space novels and many others.

Professionally written story

200+ pages of professional grade storyline with thrilling twists and events. Constellation Distantia presents a complete lore to
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build on in the future as well.

Campaign for hours

Around 50 handcrafted missions with more than hundred illustrated cutscenes keeping the gameplay interesting for hours to
come. New types of missions are revealed often to keep the player on the edge of the seat until the very end.

Atmospheric sceneries

40 star systems presenting celestial objects of all sorts from rocky asteroids and volcanic moons to life containing rock planets
and gas giants. Feel the lyrical ambience and vastness of space in an unique artistic cosmos with the highly praised soundtrack

by Maximalism.

Diverse difficulty levels

Modes from purely narrative focus to a gameplay for extreme survivalists provides replayability value. The game has a lot of
survival genre elements, which are amplified in the harder difficulty levels, while the easier levels are more story focused. The
Nightmare mode has limited save games and even heavier focus on the resource management pushing Constellation Distantia

closer to a roguelite game.

Captivating events

There are a lot of people in Distantia, and not all of them friendly. Mining vessels, modified fighters, transporters, dome
habitats on deserted rocks all the way to mega-cities. You gotta be on guard.

Combat

Sometimes it's hard to find a peaceful solution and a combat situation becomes inevitable. There are several types of action:
Mission related combat, karma related combat, hostile lunarians, plain robbery and ill will, AI vs AI combat and bossfights.

Polished core mechanics

Trading, easy to grasp crafting, leveling, blueprint studying and spacecraft upgrading. Super smooth free flying, karma and
resource management and an starports with game statistics. Different types of mining from fast paced asteroid splitting to planet

scale thermonuclear detonations which literally vaporize a complete planetary crust into oblivion, for your convenience.
Everything wrapped inside clear and modern game visualization and focused usability.

For PC and VR

The game in its entirety is designed for traditional PC playing in mind from the very beginning. In addition we have made it
fully VR compatible for Oculus Rift and HTC Vive. The thing is, lightning fast free glide right next to a massive planet in VR

feels absolutely amazing!
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Title: Constellation Distantia
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Skanerbotten
Publisher:
Skanerbotten
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core i3 2100

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 620

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1600 MB available space

Additional Notes: Minimum required GPU for VR is a GeForce GTX 970 (AMD Radeon R9 290) or better.

English
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really in joy all dlc. After the first battle, this is another beautiful DLC. Especially if you love the Kharkov Operations.

Playing on hard AI as the Germans I still feel sorry for the Soviet 6th gds Calvary forces. At least for the vanguard anyway. The
German forces are formidable when entrenched. I got lucky with my pre-planned artillery strikes and the defilades\/enfilades
were carefully layed out with timed "fire at will" selections. The smoke screens were flukes but I exploited them for well timed
falling back tactics into ravines and up into little villages on reverse slopes.

The snow started gently falling amidst the ensuing battle.

Anyone who is an Eastern Front fan and has not played Mius Front does not know what they are missing.

This game (if I can use the term) keeps getting better and better upon every DLC release.

What an unbelievable wargame.

Thank You Graviteam: Tactics. Although the idea of the game is interesting, I cannot recommend it. The main cause is that the
tutorial is close to non-existent, which makes the game very difficult to learn. There is alot to be improved and polished about
it.. Does'nt run on windows 10. A bit challenging but i was able to beat all the different modes!
I feel like tracking is a bit off from where it should be based on the angle/location of the bat.
Overall it's a fun experience that has a decent replay value and I will be coming back to every now and then.. If you like comedy
and Tower defence games then this might be the game for you, it is a mobile port but don't let that deter you, it's quite
challenging and yeah a wee bit buggy here and there but with a couple of patches that shouldn't be an issue.

7 outta 10 for me. 10\/10 <3 Dragon. A few bugs and a bit slow paced but good game overall.. I like this type of a games , it
wasent buggy i really enjoyed it.. Please make the Russification of the game, or at least an amateur translation of the game into
Russian =)
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I'll start by admitting at first that I was not overly impressed with the game and I shall explain why.

First thing I noticed was the NPC's dialogue were static cut-scenes based on hand drawn images with voiceovers and completely
avoid of any animation. The next thing I noticed were the voiceover's were clearly the same person throughout with no change
of pitch or any attempt to sound different from one NPC to the next. Also the game was completely devoid of any animation
whatsoever through all the locations[except for some within the HOG scene itself]. (Though to be honest, these are minor gripes
on my perspective and is a does not affect the gameplay whatsoever.)

Then I found some issues that could effect gameplay unless you utilised the "Hint System" (Which I usually avoid). Some of the
object's required to progress either within a HOG scene or not were displaced towards the bottom of the viewable area and
almost completely obscured below the games UI and without precise hovering almost onto the UI did you realise there was an
selectable item. Finally was the constant issue with attempting to leave a scene with the selectable arrow not responding and
sometimes having to resort to the MAP to get around. (These issues do effect the gameplay and could effect progression for the
(achievements/completionist) unless you are aware of such prior.)

The reason I recommend this game was marginal to be honest as I did actually enjoy the playthrough once I accepted the
aforementioned issues.

The story was "forgettable", the graphics and music were just above average and the HOG scenes were mostly combine various
objects than your usual single selectable item lists. The puzzles were easy to complete, varied and some were actually quite
interesting and extended throughout the story/plot. Expect around 3-4 hours playthrough time on average.

Based on the current price tag, including achievments and cards, I would just marginally recommend this. (Shame we did not
have a NEUTRAL opinion TBH).. Please give me a link to a song or at least the band name
thanks. Fun game, don't get me wrong. But I can't recommend it at this price point. There are only 3 levels... After level 3 it just
takes you back to the beginning. Each level is quite short as well. Evolution VR is free and has more content than this.

The price for this game should not exceed $5 with this amount of content in my humble opinion.

My video on the game: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=geU_hQj1Nsg. I feel like one of Cleopatra's Special Operations
Squad members.. Every so often, a nice young lady comes along to clean the crumbs out of the beard I'm growing because I
can't stop playing this game.. "It's time to move on
I shall miss it all
But we shall go forth
And we shall go forth brave."

Wanna weep through the credits of a video game? You've come to the right place. An inspiring adventure to take with you on
your journey in the real world.

10\/10 have played twice so far and cried both times. Worth it for RougeLight alone!. I would recommend if it was on sale since
it won\u2019t take very long for you to finish the game. If you like tribal games and are into the zodiac, then this is the game
for you.. Outstanding - top-notch physics and graphics, great selection of cars and tracks (plus many more added by the
community), I prefer it to rFactor but it sadly isn't be used by many NZ racing leagues so I haven't played it lately...9\/10.
Overall, a good game. However, if you have any plans of running your own dedicated server, you should reconsider before
buying.

"A separate Farming Simulator 15 license is needed for each Dedicated Server. You can't play with the same license key as a
client on a server." - Dedicated Server Documentation

This should be unacceptable from any game developer, as dedicated server support should be a selling point of the game, not a
way of leeching money from your playerbase.

The idea of rentable multiplayer servers is fine, as it is an option for anyone without the resources to host their own. However,
requiring that an entirely separate copy of the game be purchased, with the soul purpose of running a dedicated server, NOT
playing the game, should not be tolerated. To add to this, Steam does not even support owning two copies of the game, you
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would either have to buy it through another retailer, or create another Steam account just for the purpose of running a dedicated
server.

I am absolutely appalled by the fact this is accepted by the community.
Games like Minecraft, Terraria, Team Fortress 2, Half Life, Just Cause 2, and an entire list of games providing the means for
runing a dedicated server included with the purchase of the game.

Mod support will only get you so far when you spit back in the face of the same player base with a policy like this.

As an end-user, great game. As someone in IT who cares about the direction games are headed, 3/10. Most people with look
over this and blow it off because it does not affect them. However, if you play any multiplayer in this game, someone,
somewhere has paid extra to allow you to.

This will be the last game by Giants I will own unless changes are made in the future.
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